
SoftEtch™

SoftEtch™ Colour

Ice White Sky Giada MandarinoSilk Rosso Cafe

Pearl Black

Standard Colours

Paint: Available in any colour using our custom colour match system, EFI heat 

fuses your colour choice to SoftEtch™ or low iron clear glass to achieve the per-

fect look for your project.

Ceramic Frit: Available in select EFI Colours, Ceramic Frit is perfect for larger 

projects requiring a more durable surface, such as conference tabletops or any 

application exposed to direct sunlight.

SoftEtch™ is a low iron glass with an etched finish that is unlike any other. This glass is soft to the touch, resists 
stains and will leave no fingerprints or smudges. The SoftEtch™ advantage is achieved from etching the glass 
on the tin side as opposed to the air side. The air side of glass is much cleaner and allows EFI to enrich the 
glass by adding a variety of options from our SoftEtch™ Colour, Pattern or Mirror lines.

Applications: Conference Tabletops, Desktops, Drawer Facings, Doors, Walls, Sliding Systems, Shelving

Attributes: Soft to the Touch, Non-Reflective, No Glare, No Fingerprints, Resists Stains and Smudges, Eco-Friendly, Recyclable

Options: Low Iron or Float Glass (Upon Request), Single or Double Sided Etching, Various Thicknesses (4mm, 6mm, 8mm, 
10mm, 12mm), Custom Shapes and Sizes, Aluminum Frames, Metal Backing

SoftEtch™



SoftEtch™ Pattern

Product Index 29/30
Cross Fuzzy

Single Side Patterns

Double Side Patterns

Double Side Patterns (Bronze or Gray)

Bi-Fuzzy (Horizontal)

EFI wants to provide you with an array of innovative 
products and the ability to choose the best options for 
your designs. Mix and match among our SoftEtch™ Co-
lour, Pattern and Mirror products to transform any interior 
environment without sacrificing design.

architects and designers

Bi-Laurel

Cross Fuzzy Bi-Fuzzy (Horizontal) Bi-Laurel Blur (Horizontal) Drops

Barcode (Vertical) Tree Bead FabricCircle Fade Climb Grip (Horizontal)

Structure Quadrio Diamond Cannes (Horizontal)Celsius (Vertical) Cannes (Vertical) Linen

Anti-Slip

Visit www.ef i -us .com for availability!



SoftEtch™ Mirror

Colour

Product Index 31/32

Framed Frameless

Door/Accent WallSliding DoorLounge Wall

MagnaGlass

Bronze CelsiusGray CelsiusLow Iron

design idea

design idea
Add a metal backer to 
any of our glass products, 
and it instantly becomes a  
decorative and functional 
magnetic board that holds to-
do lists, reminders or personal 
photos and memorabilia.

Patterns etched on the face of the 
glass (shown) should not be used 
as a writing surface.

Custom designs require min-
imum quantities and longer 
lead times.

For a more striking design, 
let EFI mirror any of the  
following glass options for 
your next project:
 * Glass Tiles

 * Bronze/Gray Tinted Glass 

 * Any SoftEtch™ Pattern

Colour is low iron glass that is heat fused with paint or ceramic frit. Use one of EFI’s 
standard colours or let us colour match any hue you have in mind. The result is a highly 
reflective surface that can transform any environment adding bold and beautiful colours.
Applications: Drawer Facings, Doors, Walls, Sliding Systems

Attributes: Low Iron, Reflective Surface

MagnaGlass is EFI’s magnetic marker 
board. It is low iron glass with a metal 
backer and fused in any colour. Magna-
Glass comes in two variations, a rounded 
corner frameless application or enclosed 
with an aluminum frame. MagnaGlass 
can also be used in sliding systems 
which adds functionality, ideal for meet-
ing spaces or business centers. Standard 
dry erase markers may be used. Earth  
Magnets are required to hold items  
securely in place.

Attributes: Low Iron Glass, Reflective Surface, 
Magnetic

Applications: Meeting Rooms, Business Centers, 
Restaurant Boards, Sliding Systems

Float


